Shelburne 8th Sept.

My dear friend, as you

[Illegible text]

...the present

...by all the heirs of

...ride the planet.

...last Tuesday and today she went to

...her to help. Shelburne

...has burnt a coldshower to

...today for the first time the

...is absolutely clear except

...the clouds do not hide the

...summits but reveal them

...everything below. I had intended
to go home again. But the promise

...of good weather somewhat changed

...my resolution. I shall be an

...inactivity of their follow the figure

...I do not

...that Italy is any better. Also

...there is nothing of her but grandeur

...spirit. I love a loneliness that
that sun & float above a death

Mortality.

I know that Man in 1838 again this 
A. M. you will feel as badly
as I to term of the devastation
of that region - misery beyond
the bridge. A man with a dog
children has raised an ugly two
children has raised an ugly two

man must be - 'and now
road & at the main bank - 'and now
all the houses were - a million dollars
the whole place - when I think
what a Robinson that spot was
what a flawless gem in the pattern
of nature. My heart almost stop

Healing at sight of this dam
this said the man is a bank while
I cannot finish his house a mile here
with his family - came upon the line
of this place can be lifted - north
of the Alabama. Can be lifted - north
of the Alabama. Can be lifted - north
of the Alabama. Can be lifted - north

Gale has not overcasted
This summer kept the Chero
When you remember a girl in the
week past 3 letters Jan 3.
I send it to the prince
she has faithfully kept up to
Dy. She inquired for you
s. And I?

Mrs. Barbette is worn
out with washing - I think
she has hopes of us to boarders another
several. I told her we were very
sick that I cd. promise
sustainability that I cd. promise
nothing for another year, that
she must do nothing to her honor.
She made of nothing in any case.
She was very much of the thought of
This was after the thought of
a remark that they were going
to make some alterations.

She said that all the men were going
door the house needed bad enough
the expectation of boarders would
make no differ.

There is a very kind set of
people here --thumper and gradually
none of those to know last year.
We are about to drive 15
Gilead a赢 the wine bridge.
Starting at 4th. PM. time
approaches & 1st much closer.
This imperfect reminder
of your friend - 
let the next letter from you arise find me in
Boston. I hope you have heard
from Mr. Smith to whom I sent
his questions. We came to the
1st letter forwarded by one to
Shelburne. I forgot to say that
it has one front room here.
It has one attic room occupied by
me and very comfortable. It has
a chamber on 2nd floor at head of
stairs with east & west windows.
I am glad of the cool weather on
my east. This sends me good luck.
In the room we have it here.
Always yours,